APPLICATION FOR CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
Under Article 11 of the Zoning Code of University City, Missouri

1. Address/Location of Site/Building:__________________________

2. Zoning District (check one):
   ___SR  ___LR  ___MR  ___HR  ___HRO  ___GC  ___LC  ___CC  ___IC  ___PA  ___PD

3. Applicant's Name, Corporate or DBA Name, Address and Daytime Telephone:__________________________

4. Applicant's Interest in the Property:  ___Owner  ___Owner Under Contract  ___Tenant*
   ___Tenant Under Contract*  ___Other* (explain):

   * Please Note: Zoning Code Section 400.2680 requires that the application may only come from one (1) or more
   of the owners of record or owners under contract of a lot of record (or zoning lot), or their authorized
   representative. If you are applying as a tenant, tenant under contract or other, you must attach a letter from the
   owner stating you are an authorized representative of them and they give you permission to file this application
   for Conditional Use on their behalf.

5. Owner's Name, Corporate or DBA Name, Address and Daytime Telephone, if other than Applicant:

   ____________________________

6. Please state, as fully as possible, how each of the following standards are met or will be met by the
   proposed development or use for which this application is being made. Attach any additional information
   to this application form.
   a) Complies with all applicable provisions of the University City Zoning Code (e.g. required yards and
      setbacks, screening and buffering, signs, etc.).
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________

   b) At the specific location will contribute to and promote the community welfare or convenience.
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
c) Will not cause substantial injury to the value of neighboring property.

d) Is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan, neighborhood development plan (if applicable), and any other official planning and development policies of the City.

e) Will provide off-street parking and loading areas in accordance with the standards contained in Article 7 of the University City Zoning Code.

** Please Note: You should also submit twelve (12) copies of a memo detailing the following information:
1) Description of the proposed Conditional Use, in narrative form. Please include historical information about the applicant, the company and/or the organization. Explain why this particular site was chosen for the proposal, state the number of employees that will be working at the site, state the hours of operation, explain other features unique to the proposed use and submit any other information that will help the Plan Commission and City Council in their decisions. 2) Estimated impact of the conditional use on the surrounding properties and adjacent streets, including, but not limited to, average daily and peak hour traffic generation, existing traffic volumes of adjacent streets, if available, use of outdoor intercoms, and any other operational characteristics of the proposed use that may have impacts on other adjacent or nearby properties. 3) Legal description of the property(s) proposed for the Conditional Use Permit, when the proposed use involves a substantial addition or new construction.

A Public Hearing before the Plan Commission is required by Ordinance. Notice of such Public Hearing must be published in a newspaper of general circulation at least fifteen (15) days in advance. Upon receipt of a Plan Commission Recommendation, the City Council must consider this application and supporting information before a Use Permit may be granted. A fee of $250 must accompany this application.

Date

Applicant's Signature and Title

Representing (if applicable)

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Application First Received.

Application Fee in the Amount of $ ___________ Receipt # ___________

Application returned for corrections, additional data.

Final complete application received.

File # ___________ created.
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